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A B S T R A C T

The Talas Alatau Ridge consists of three tectonic units separated by thrusts. The central

(Talas parautochthon) and northeastern (Kumyshtag sheet) parts consist mainly of

unmetamorphosed terrigenous and carbonate deposits. The southwestern part of the Talas

Alatau (Usunakhmat sheet) consists of greenschists and is bounded by the Central Talas

Thrust (CTT) and Talas-Ferghana Fault (TFF). The latter is a major strike-slip fault with

post-Permian dextral displacement estimated at as much as 200 km. A structural study

shows that elongation axes of strain ellipsoids, stretching lineation and map-scale fold

axes, as well as the trend of major faults including the CTT and the TFF, are parallel to each

other. The natural deviatoric strain value gradually increases from the CTT to the TFF. The

shape of the strain ellipsoid gradually varies within the Usunakhmat sheet from oblate at

the frontal thrust to prolate in internal parts of the unit. The magnitude of shortening

increases towards the CTT, whereas natural deviatoric strain decreases towards the CTT

implying structural thickening of internal parts of the Usunakhmat sheet. Strong

parallelism of the TFF, CTF and other map- and outcrop-scale structures and their close

connection with strain patterns show that they were formed during the same tectonic

event. They were likely formed during Middle to Late Ordovician collision and built up

Kyrgyzian microcontinent as a thrust fold belt whereas reactivation of the TFF as a strike-

slip fault occurred later, in Late Paleozoic.

� 2012 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

R É S U M É

La Chaı̂ne de Talas Alatau consiste en trois unités tectoniques séparées par des charriages.

Les parties centrale (parautochtone de Talas) et nord-orientale (unité de Kumyshtag) sont

constituées essentiellement de dépôts carbonatés et terrigènes non métamorphosés. La

partie sud-occidentale du Talas Alatau (unité d’Usunakhmat) consiste en schistes verts et

est limitée par le charriage central de Talas (CTT) et par la Faille de Talas-Ferghana (TFF).

Cette dernière est un décrochement majeur, avec déplacement dextre post-Permien,

estimé à environ 200 km. L’étude structurale montre que les axes d’élongation des

ellipsoı̈des de contrainte et les axes de plis à l’échelle de la carte, ainsi que la déformation

des failles majeures incluant CTT et TFF sont parallèles les uns par rapport aux autres. La

valeur naturelle de la contrainte de déviatorique augmente graduellement de CTT à TFF. La
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. Introduction

The Talas-Ferghana Fault (TFF) is located in the
estern part of the Tien Shan mountains (Central Asia)

nd is one of the world’s largest strike-slip faults located
n the continental crust with dextral displacement up to
00 km (Burtman, 1975, 1980, 2006; Burtman et al.,
996). Its northwest continuation is the Main Karatau
ault (MKF), whereas southeastward it cuts Caledonian
nd Hercynian structures of the Middle and southern Tien
han (Fig. 1a). The age of the TFF and the MKF is not clear,
ut, according to data on the displacement of Paleozoic
nd younger rocks, it is commonly assumed that the
extral displacement started in the Permian. However,
hudoley and Semiletkin (1992a) interpreted the TFF,
entral Talas Thrust (CTT) and northeast-vergent thrusts
s a single imbricate thrust fan, formed in the Early
aleozoic with the Late Paleozoic reactivation of the TFF as

 strike-slip fault.
Starting from Karatau in the north, up to the Naryn

art of the Middle Tien Shan in the south, metamorphic
ocks of greenschist to amphibolite grade are distributed

ainly in the northeastern side of the MKF and TFF faults.
he age of metamorphic rocks was traditionally assumed
s Neoproterozoic (Abad et al., 2003; Bakirov and
obretzov, 1972; Becker et al., 1988; Chakabaev, 1979;
iselev and Korolev, 1981; Sagyndykov, 1964). However,
edimentary units correlation based on the detailed
tructural and sedimentological studies as well as rare
ndings of fauna fossils give evidence for a Paleozoic age
f the metamorphic rocks (Khudoley and Semiletkin,
992a; Kiselev and Maksumova, 2001; Maksumova et al.,
001).

Although structural studies in the study area and
djacent regions were done by many researchers (Abad
t al., 2003; Alexeiev et al., 2009; Becker, 1987; Burtman,
975; Burtman et al., 1996; Frolova, 1982; Goncharov,
998; Khudoley and Semiletkin, 1992a; Yakovlev, 1976),
train patterns were discussed only in a few papers

hudoley, 1993; Pastor-Galán et al., 2009; Voitenko et al.,
006). The main goal of this article is to discuss structures
nd strain patterns of the metamorphic rocks located in the
entral part of Talas Alatau Ridge with emphasis on the
train analysis and relationship between the TFF and other
tructures of the metamorphic rocks that will help to
nderstand the early evolution of the TFF.

2. Geological background

2.1. Regional setting

The Talas Alatau Ridge is located in the northwestern
part of the Republic of Kyrgyzstan. The main tectonic and
stratigraphic features of the region are shown in Figs. 1 and
2.

Most of the Talas Alatau Ridge belongs to the
southeastern part of the Caledonian Talas-Karatau zone
of the northern Tien Shan (Fig. 1b). Its southwest boundary
is the TFF, which separates it from the Hercynian Middle
Tien Shan, whereas the Ichkeletau-Susamyr Fault sepa-
rates it from the northern Tien Shan Caledonides
(Kokchetav-northern Tien Shan microcontinent) in the
northeast (Fig. 1c) (Maksumova et al., 2001).

The Caledonian part of the Talas Alatau Ridge discussed
in this article consists of three tectonic units (Khudoley,
1993; Khudoley and Semiletkin, 1992a). The lowermost
unit is exposed in its central part and is interpreted as
parautochthon or autochthon (Talas parautochthon,
Figs. 1c and d). It consists of a coarsening-upward
terrigenous succession deposited in submarine fan to
shelf environments with some carbonate units in its
central part (Fig. 2). The total thickness of the succession is
estimated as 5 to 6 km. The age of the succession was
traditionally accepted as Neoproterozoic (Abad et al.,
2003; Becker et al., 1988; Kiselev and Korolev, 1981).
However, findings of rare fauna fossils show that at least
the upper part of the succession is as young as Cambrian to
Middle Ordovician in age (Fig. 2) (Khudoley and Semi-
letkin, 1992a; Kiselev and Maksumova, 2001; Maksumova
et al., 2001; Semiletkin, 2007 and references therein). It
resulted in a significant revision of ideas on the structure
and evolution of the Talas parautochthon. Metamorphic
alteration of rocks is low and gradually increases
southwestward (Abad et al., 2003; Frolova, 1982). Thus,
in the northeastern exposures of terrigenous rocks,
cleavage was only documented in slate, whereas in the
southwestern exposures cleavage is widespread in both
slate and sandstones. More intense metamorphism up to
biotite sub-grade was only documented around the
Babakhan plagiogranite intrusion.

The Kumyshtag sheet consists of Latest Neoproterozoic
non-marine and shallow marine siliciclastics with subor-
dinate acid tuffs and Cambrian to Middle Ordovician

forme de l’ellipsoı̈de de contrainte varie aussi graduellement, au sein de l’unité

d’Usunakhmat, d’oblate au front du charriage à prolate dans les parties internes de l’unité.

L’amplitude du raccourcissement augmente vers CTT, tandis que la contrainte

déviatorique naturelle décroı̂t vers CTT impliquant un épaississement structural des

parties internes de l’unité d’Usunakhmat. Un parallélisme intense de TFF, CTF et d’autres

structures à l’échelle de la carte ou de l’affleurement et leur connexion étroite avec les

configurations de contrainte montrent que TFF et CTF se sont formés pendant le même

évènement tectonique : leur genèse a vraisemblablement pris place lors de la collision à

l’Ordovicien moyen-supérieur et donné naissance au microcontinent Kyrgyzian en tant

que ceinture plisée de charriage, alors que la réactivation de TFF en tant que faille de

décrochement s’est produite plus tard, au Paléozoı̈que supérieur.

� 2012 Académie des sciences. Publié par Elsevier Masson SAS. Tous droits réservés.
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allow marine carbonates (Fig. 2). It is thrusted south-
estward over the Talas parautochthon. It is also
idespread in the eastern part of the Talas Alatau ridge,
here it constitutes a large tectonic klippe in its central
rt (Figs. 1c and d).
The main study area of this article is located within the

unakhmat sheet, which is thrusted northeastward over
th Talas parautochthon and Kumyshtag sheet (Figs. 1c
d d). It consists of terrigenous and carbonate rocks. These
cks correlate with those from the Talas parautochthon
ig. 2), but are metamorphosed in the greenschist and, close

 the TFF, in the amphibolite facies. Primary sedimentary
uctures are locally recognized, but often cannot be

stinguished (Maksumova et al., 2001; Maluzhinetz,
87). The metamorphic event is not yet dated, but
rrelation of metamorphic units with Neoproterozoic–
rly Paleozoic succession of the Talas parautochthon

(Fig. 2) shows that metamorphic event was post-Middle
Ordovician. Structural-metamorphic zonation is sub-paral-
lel to the TFF (Frolova, 1982) and metamorphic alteration
increases southwestward towards the TFF (Abad et al., 2003;
Frolova, 1982). Towards the southwest, the TFF bounds the
Usunakhmat sheet, whereas its northeastern boundary is
the CTT separating the Usunakhmat sheet from the Talas
parautochthon and Kumyshtag sheet. Northwestward the
CTT splits into several faults, whereas boundary between
the Usunakhmat sheet and the Talas parautochthon evolves
into a transitional zone (Goncharov, 1998; Khudoley and
Semiletkin, 1992a; Yakovlev, 1976).

2.2. Structural styles of the Talas Alatau

The structural style of the Usunakhmat sheet is shown
in cross-sections and maps (Figs. 1d, 3 and 4). It is

. 1. Location map (a), regional setting (b) and tectonic map (c) of the Talas Alatau Ridge (after Khudoley, 1993; Khudoley and Semiletkin, 1992a;

rsungaziev and Petrov, 2008 and references therein). Rectangular indicates the study area. Regional cross-section (d) across the Caledonian part of the

las Alatau (after Abad et al. 2003; Goncharov, 1998; Khudoley, 1993; Khudoley and Semiletkin, 1992a, modified). See Fig. 2 for stratigraphic correlations.

. 1. Carte de localisation (a), cadre régional (b), carte tectonique (c) de la chaı̂ne de Talas Alatau (selon Khudoley, 1993 ; Khudoley et Semiletkin, 1992a ;

rsungaziev et Petrov, 2008 et références incluses). L’encart indique la région étudiée. Coupe régionale (d) au travers de la partie calédonienne de la chaı̂ne

 Talas Alatau (selon Abad et al. 2003 ; Goncharov, 1998 ; Khudoley, 1993 ; Khudoley et Semiletkin, 1992a, modifié). Voir Fig. 2 pour les corrélations

atigraphiques.
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ontrolled by the southwest-dipping imbricate thrusts and
ap-scale cylindrical folds which are overturned to the

ortheast (Abad et al., 2003; Becker, 1987; Khudoley,
993; Khudoley and Semiletkin, 1992a). Dips of the folds
xial planes and imbricate thrusts gradually increase from
08 to 458 near the CTT to subvertical near the TFF.

The shape and size of folds depend on the lithology of
he beds. Thick sandstone and conglomerate units form

lds up to 2 to 3 km in width, whereas units with thin
terbedding of slate and sandstone or carbonate contain
lds with predominant width varying from 10 cm to a few
eters. However, folds axes of the map- and outcrop-scale

folds are almost parallel and gradually plunge to the
southeast. The average dip of the fold axes is 58 to 78, but
the dip of some outcrop-scale fold axes is as high as 358.
Cleavage is widespread and typically parallel to the axial
planes of the map-scale folds and imbricate thrust planes.
However, in the eastern part of the Usunakhmat sheet
thrusts locally cut cleavage and fold axial planes, pointing
to a continuation of thrust-related displacements after
the end of folding (Becker, 1987). Cleavage-bedding
intersection and stretching lineation, expressed by the
preferred orientation of detrital grains in sandstone and
conglomerates, are widespread and parallel to fold axes.

ig. 2. Stratigraphy of the Talas Alatau ridge (Becker et al., 1988; Khudoley, 1993; Khudoley and Semiletkin, 1992b; Kiselev et al., 1986 and references

erein), modified. Thickness of sedimentary units (see bar scale) not corrected for strain.

ig. 2. Stratigraphie de la chaı̂ne de Talas Alatau (Becker et al., 1988 ; Khudoley, 1993 ; Khudoley et Semiletkin, 1992b ; Kiselev et al., 1986 et références

cluses), modifié. Épaisseur des unités sédimentaires (voir barre d’échelle), non corrigée en fonction de la déformation.



Fig. 3. Geological map (see Fig. 1c for location), shape and orientation of strain ellipsoids in the Uzunakhmat sheet. Ellipses on the map are horizontal

section of strain ellipsoids. Color of the ellipses shows variations in Lode’s parameter value v ¼ ðeY�eZ Þ�ðeX�eY Þ
ðeY�eZ ÞþðeX�eY Þ

, where eX� eY� eZ – natural principal strains.

Field numbers of samples are shown and correspond to numbers in the Table (Supplementary material).

Fig. 3. Carte géologique (voir Fig. 1c pour la localisation), forme et orientation des ellipsoı̈des de contrainte dans l’unité d’Uzunakhmat. Les ellipses sur la

carte représentent la section horizontale des ellipsoı̈des de contrainte. La couleur des ellipses montre la variation de la valeur du paramètre de Lode

v ¼ ðeY�eZ Þ�ðeX�eY Þ
ðeY�eZ ÞþðeX�eY Þ

, où eX� eY� eZ – principales contraintes naturelles. Les numéros d’échantillons représentés correspondent aux numéros du Tableau

(Matériel supplémentaire).

V.N. Voytenko, A.K. Khudoley / C. R. Geoscience 344 (2012) 138–148142
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mall-scale strike-slip faults, kink-zones and crenulation
leavage folds have a local distribution. They cut folds and
leavages and are associated with dextral displacement
long the TFF (Khudoley, 1993).

The structural style of the Talas parautochthon is
ominated by numerous outcrop-scale folds which make
entification of map-scale structures complicated
ig. 1d). In the northeastern part of the Talas parautoch-
on, folds are overturned to the southwest with an axial

lane dip varying from 808 to 508 (Becker, 1987; Khudoley
nd Semiletkin, 1992a). In the southwestern part of the
alas parautochthon, the southwest-verging folds are
verprinted by folds overturned to the northeast.

The structural style of the Kumyshtag sheet is
ontrolled by a wide distribution of a massive limestone
nit of Cambrian to Middle Ordovician age (Figs. 1d and 2).
pen folds and bedding-parallel detachments, located in
e shale units, are most widespread. However, the mean

rientations of the fold axes and axial planes are close to
ose in adjoining parts of the Talas parautochthon
hudoley and Semiletkin, 1992a).

.3. Deformation events of the Talas Alatau

Structural evolution of the Talas Alatau contains at least
ve stages of deformation (Khudoley, 1993; Khudoley and
emiletkin, 1992a). The first deformation stage is recog-
ized in the northeastern and central parts of the region
nd is related to the southwestward displacement of the
umyshtag sheet. The second stage had the same sense of
hearing, but a local distribution, and resulted in the
rmation of southwest-vergent folds in the northeastern

art of the Talas parautochthon.
Folds and thrusts of the Usunakhmat sheet were formed

uring the third deformation stage when the Usunakhmat
heet was thrust over both the Talas parautochthon and

e Kumyshtag sheet, where already formed folds and
ults were reworked by folds with northeast vergence.

his third stage was accompanied by a greenschists
etamorphic event. The fourth deformation stage corre-

ponds to dextral displacements along the TFF and
rmation of locally distributed small-scale faults and
inor structures which cut all map-scale folds and thrusts.

he fifth stage of deformation is related to the Cenozoic
imalayan deformation. Uplift was coeval with the
ctonic emplacement of thrusts of Paleozoic rocks over
e Cenozoic molasse basin on the northeast margin of the

alas Alatau. The Himalayan deformation also resulted in
otation and re-orientation of some previous structures

bad et al., 2003).
Folds and thrusts of the first two stages of deformation

re cut by the Kumyshtag granite intrusion (Fig. 1c). U-Pb
ating of zircons shows the occurrence of several clusters
ith the youngest aged at 400 Ma (Early Devonian),
terpreted as the age of intrusion (Khudoley and

emiletkin, 1992a; Kiselev and Maksumova, 2001). In
rn, the thrusts cut massive carbonates of the Beshtash

ormation (Kumyshtag sheet), which are as young as
ambrian to Middle Ordovician in age (Fig. 2). These data
onstrain the age of deformation to between Middle
rdovician and Early Devonian.

The age of the third stage of deformation and the
metamorphic event is poorly constrained, although
similarity in trends of the third stage folds and thrusts
with those from the first two stages implies that they are
close in age. Deformations of the fourth stage are
synchronous with dextral displacement along the TFF
and are inferred to be Latest Permian in age or younger,
whereas structures of the fifth stage correspond to the
Cenozoic Himalayan deformation, resulting in regional-
scale uplift and mountain building.

3. Strain analysis

3.1. Study area

The study area is located in the central part of the
Usunakhmat sheet including the adjoining parts of the
Talas parautochthon and Kumyshtag sheet (Fig. 1c and d).
The compiled geological map and cross-sections show
imbricate fan thrusts with cylindrical map-scale folds with
southeast-plunging axes, which characterize the overall
structural style of the Usunakhmat sheet (Figs. 3 and 4).

Five thrust-bounded structural domains are identified
within the studied part of the Usunkmat sheet (Figs. 3 and
4). The fold style depends on the domain width. In the two
cross-sections shown in Fig. 4, folds have the same shape,
whereas the domain width does not vary greatly (domains
A, B, C, E). However, when width of domain decreases, folds
become much tighter (domain D, Fig. 4). Folds located close
to thrust planes are typically tighter than folds in the
central parts of domains. Detailed mapping shows also that
most folds and thrusts within the Usunakhmat sheet are
parallel to the CTT and TFF which bound the sheet from
northeast and southwest, respectively.

The stratigraphy of the study area is shown in Fig. 2,
with two predominant units of sandstones and slates in the
upper part of the succession (Usunakhmat Formation) and
carbonates and slates in the lower part of the succession
(Karabura Formation). Near the TFF a predominantly
carbonate rock unit (Bakair Formation) is exposed, but it
is not clear whether this unit or the highly strained
Karabura Formation constitute the lowermost formation in
the succession. In general, the lower part of the succession
is exposed near the TFF, whereas most domains within the
Usunakhmat sheet display the same stratigraphy.

3.2. Lithology and types of strain markers

Location of samples for strain analysis is shown in Figs. 3
and 4. The most widespread strain indicators are detrital
grains in sandstones, and typical examples are shown in
Fig. 5. Sampled sandstones are sub-lithic to lithic in
composition and predominantly medium-grained. Sand-
stones are poorly sorted. Detrital grains are quartz (60 to
75%), plagioclase (andesine), potassium feldspar, muscovite,
rutile, tourmaline, zircon and lithic clasts, i.e., quartzite,
schists and volcanics. Grains have similar elongation
forming mineral lineation identified in both thin sections
and hand specimens. Quartz and some other grains have
pressure shadows of quartz composition. Detrital grains are
supported by matrix of chlorite, slate or calcareous slate



Fig. 4. Simplified cross-sections (Goncharov, 1998; Khudoley and Semiletkin, 1992a), modified, (see Fig. 3 for location) and natural strain deviator values in

the Uzunakhmat sheet (a). Ellipses in cross-sections are vertical sections of strain ellipsoids. Colors of the ellipses show variation in natural deviatoric strain

value Ed ¼ 1ffiffi
3
p ðeX � eY Þ2 þ ðeY � eZÞ2 þ ðeZ � eXÞ1=2
h i

, where eX� eY� eZ – natural principal strains. Dotted lines are marker units. Field sample numbers are

shown and correspond to numbers in the Table (Supplementary material). Structural style of the Usunakhmat sheet (b, c and d). Uz; Uzunakhmat Fm.; Kb:

Karabura Fm. The main thrusts and folds are outlined: b: east slope of the Postunbulak Creek valley; c: west slope of the Postunbulak Creek valley; d: east

slope of Kumyshtag River valley. Blue lines are the contact between the Usunakhmat Fm. and Karabura Fm., red lines correspond to thrusts. Blue spots show

sample locations for strain analysis. Numbers on pictures are field station numbers corresponding with sample numbers in Table (Supplementary material).

On all pictures the vertical relief is about 1500 m.

Fig. 4. Coupes simplifiées (Goncharov, 1998 ; Khudoley et Semiletkin, 1992a) et références incluses, modifié ; (voir Fig. 3 pour la localisation) et valeurs

déviatoriques de contrainte naturelle dans le banc d’Uzunakhmat (a). Les ellipses sur les coupes représentent la section verticale des ellipsoı̈des de contrainte.

La couleur des ellipses montre la variation de la valeur de la contrainte déviatorique naturelle Ed ¼ 1ffiffi
3
p ðeX � eY Þ2 þ ðeY � eZÞ2 þ ðeZ � eX Þ1=2
h i

, où eX� eY� eZ –

principales contraintes naturelles. Les lignes en pointillés sont des éléments marqueurs. Les numéros d’échantillons correspondent aux numéros du Tableau

(Matériel supplémentaire). Style structural de l’unité d’Usunakmat (b, c et d). Uz : Formation d’Uzunakhmat ; Kb : Formation de Karabura. Les principaux plis et

V.N. Voytenko, A.K. Khudoley / C. R. Geoscience 344 (2012) 138–148144
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omposition. Widespread cleavage shows pressure dissolu-
on structures which affect detrital grains and the matrix.

.3. Samples and methods of strain analyses

Samples for strain analysis were collected from central
arts of sandstone beds similar in composition and more
an 1 m thick. We collected 92 oriented samples in total,

ll from the Usunakhmat Formation (Figs. 3 and 4).
ypically, two thin sections normal to the cleavage plane
ere produced from each sample to restore strain ellipsoid

hape and orientation. One thin section was parallel and
e other one was normal to the stretching lineation. The

xial ratio in the third plane was calculated by equation

xy = Rxz/Ryz (Ramsay and Huber, 1983). Three thin sections
ere produced from several samples to check the

alculation accuracy. To avoid viscosity contrast problems
nly detrital quartz grains were studied.

At least 150 quartz grains were studied in each thin
ection, but typically the number of studied grains was 250
r higher. The actual shape of the quartz grains was
pproximated by ellipses using AutoCAD software which
cilitated determination of the ellipse’s center and end

oint coordinates used for the calculation of axial ratio and
ng axis orientation. Rf/w, MRL and ENFry methods of

train analyses with related software developed by Chew
003), Mulchrone et al. (2003) and Erslev and Ge (1990)
ere used in the strain estimation.

Pressure shadows around detrital quartz grains were
onsidered as a part of detrital grain for the strain
stimation using Rf/w and MRL methods to decrease the

influence of volume loss, which is typical for rocks affected
by pressure solution and cleavage formation (Dunne et al.,
1990; Onasch, 1984). However, the ENFry method applied
to the same grains with well-preserved initial boundaries
showed very similar strain estimations assuming that
volume did not significantly vary during the deformation
event, and the formation of quartz fibers in pressure
shadows was related to very local dissolution and
precipitation without total volume variations. Preserva-
tion of the total volume, even at hand-specimen scale, is
also shown by a very small variation of the chemical
composition of the same bed affected by a different strain
in a different part of the fold structure (Voitenko et al.,
2006).

Estimations by Rf/w and MRL methods show very
similar strain values that were insignificantly lower than
those estimated by the ENFry method. However, for
samples studied, strain estimations inferred by the MRL
method show the least error. In the following text and
Table (Supplementary material), we discuss results by the
MRL method only.

3.4. Strain ellipsoid orientation and natural deviatoric strain

variations

Results of the strain estimations are shown in Figs. 3
and 4, and in the Table (Supplementary material). Within
the study area, the axis of shortening of the strain ellipsoid
has a northeast trend, whereas the extension axis has a
northwest trend. The latter is sub-parallel to the map-scale
fold axes and the trend of thrusts and the TFF excluding

ig. 5. Photomicrographs of meta-sandstones (XZ plane normal to cleavage and parallel to mineral lineation). Typical strain indicators are quartz grains

tz) with pressure shadows (ps): a: sample # 46, strongly strained rock; b: sample # 918, weakly strained rock.

ig. 5. Microphotographies de méta-grès (plan XZ perpendiculaire au clivage et parallèle à la linéation minérale). Les indicateurs de contrainte typiques sont les

rains de quartz (qtz) avec ombrage de pression (ps) : a : échantillon # 46, roches très déformées ; b : échantillon # 918, roches faiblement déformées.

harriages sont surlignés : b : versant oriental de la vallée de Postunbulak Creck ; c : versant occidental de la même vallée ; d : versant oriental de la vallée de la

vière Kumyshtag. La ligne bleue représente le contact entre les formations d’Usunakhmat et de Karabura, les lignes rouges, les charriages. Les points bleus

ontrent la localisation des échantillons utilisés pour l’analyse de contrainte. Les numéros sur les photos sont les numéros des stations de terrain
orrespondant aux numéros d’échantillons du Tableau (Matériel supplémentaire). Sur toutes les photos, le relief vertical est environ 1500 m.
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ly domain A adjoining to the CTT. The axis of shortening
pically has a northeast trend near the CTT, whereas both
tension and intermediate axes have variable orienta-
ns in the plane normal to the axis of shortening. Outside

e CTT both extension and shortening axes are subhor-
ntal.
The shape of the strain ellipsoid is identified by the Lode

rameter n (Ramsay and Huber, 1983) and is shown in
. 3. In the northern part, close to the CTT, oblate ellipsoid

edominates, whereas towards the TFF the shape of strain
ipsoids gradually changes from an oblate to a prolate
e. In all domains the most oblate ellipsoids were
cumented close to the basal thrust.
The axial ratio (Rs) of strain ellipses in cross-sections

mpiled normal to the structural trend does not reflect
e total strain. As in the Uzunakhmat sheet, the extension
is is parallel to the folds axes (Khudoley, 1993).
erefore, we discuss variations of the natural deviatoric
ain value (Ed) that corresponds to the total strain
riations.
The natural deviatoric strain Ed (Brandon, 1995)

adually decreases from the TFF to CTT (Fig. 4). However,
ar the CTT the deviatoric strain varies greatly from 0.10

 0.44, whereas near the TFF it shows higher magnitude
t less variation (0.35 to 0.52).

 Horizontal shortening estimation

Estimation of the shortening in the Usunakhmat sheet
sed on bed length or area balancing meets problems due

 a wide distribution of cleavage and similar folds, as well as
e parallel trend of the map-scale fold axes and parallel
tension axes of the strain ellipsoid, which imply changes

 length and area of deformed beds in the cross-section
ane. Therefore, the most reasonable method of shortening
timation is that discussed by Ramsay and Huber (1983),
volving results of the strain analysis and calculation of the
d length correction coefficient (F-factor).
Estimation of shortening e = [(l1-l0)/l0] � 100% was done

ing initial l0 and modern l1 lengths between pin points
ithin each domain. The axial ratio (R) and angle (w)
tween the trace of bedding and extension axis in the
oss-section plane were measured for each strain ellip-
id in the cross-section plane. Initial bed length (l0) was
rrected in each domain by the F-factor:

Fl = (1+DA)1/2(R�1+(R2–1)R�1sin2w’)1/2

where DA is area variation in the cross-section plane.
is was calculated for each strain ellipsoid according to it
ape and orientation (Ramsay and Huber, 1987).
Results of the shortening estimations within each

main are presented in Fig. 6. The total shortening
lculated using only bed length balancing and that
volving F-factor show similar trends, but balancing
hich involves F-factor shows much higher shortening
lues. The latter is the result of strain-related area
creasing due to extensional axes orientation parallel to
ap-scale fold axes and normal to cross-section plane. In
tal, F-factor involved balancing shows approximately
% shortening near the CTT and 55% shortening near the

Gradual increase of shortening towards the CTT
contrasts to decrease of natural deviatoric strain in the
same direction (Fig. 6). It implies that beds in the frontal
part of the Usunakhmat sheet close to the CTT were folded
mainly by buckling without significant strain, whereas the
internal part of the Usunakhmat sheet close to the TFF was
affected by strain with regional-scale flattening but no
intense folding. Differences in deformation mechanisms
are likely explained by the structural thickening of internal
parts of the Usunakhmat sheet and their burial to a greater
depth likely resulted in an increase of the metamorphic
grade toward the TFF (Frolova, 1982).

5. Discussion and conclusion

Most of the observed features have already been
documented in other fold and thrust belts or in physical
modeling. For example, similar variations in strain
magnitude and strain ellipsoid shape were discussed by
Coward and Kim (1981), Paterson and Wainger (1991),
Gray and Willman (1991). Distribution of local strain fields
near map-scale faults is close to that in models by Osokina
(2002) and Ma et al. (2007). However, the specific feature
of the Usunakhmat sheet is that it is bounded by the TFF,
i.e., a strike-slip-fault with significant displacement, which
occurred long after the main deformation stages of the
Talas Alatau area.

Relationship between the TFF and other structures of
the Usunakhmat sheet, based on the data presented in this
article, is summarized by the following main points:

� Elongation axes of strain ellipsoids, stretching lineation
and map-scale fold axes are parallel to each other;
� Map-scale fold axial planes are parallel to thrusts and

vary in dip from 408 to 458 near the CTT to subvertical

Fig. 6. Horizontal shortening values of the Uzunakhmat sheet estimated

by bed length balancing (blue line, no F-factor correction) and constant-

volume balancing (red line, F-factor correction included).

Fig. 6. Valeurs du raccourcissement horizontal de l’unité d’Uzunakhmat,

estimé par ajustement de la longueur du banc (ligne bleue, pas de

correction de facteur F) et par ajustement à volume constant (ligne rouge,

correction de facteur F incluse).
near the TFF;
F.
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 Regional-scale faults including the CTT and TFF are
parallel to each other;

 Natural deviatoric strain values gradually increases from
the CTT to TFF;

 Shape of the strain ellipsoid gradually varies in each
domain of the Usunakhmat sheet from oblate at the
frontal thrust to prolate in internal parts of the unit.

Strong parallelism of small-scale- and map-scale
tructures including the CTT and TFF and their close
onnection with strain patterns show that they were
rmed during the same tectonic and metamorphic event,

lthough occurrence of several sub-stages during the
rmation of a fold near the CTT has been proposed

Khudoley, 1993). Systematic dip variations of map-scale
ld axial planes and thrust surfaces from the CTT to TFF

lso implies that they form a unique structural associa-
ion. It implies that the TFF was formed during the

ain tectonic and metamorphic event as a part of a
ortheastward-vergent thrust and fold belt now repre-
ented by the Usunakhmat sheet and, probably, the Talas
arautochthon.

The aforementioned data on the timing of deformation
nd the metamorphic event in the Usunakhmat sheet show
at they likely occurred between Middle Ordovician and

arly Devonian. Within the Malyi Karatau area, which is
e northwestern structural continuation of the Talas

latau region, thrusts and folds are cut by a Late Ordovician
48 � 4 Ma) granite (Alexeiev et al., 2009). Combining data

om the Talas Alatau and Malyi Karatau regions we infer that
e main deformation and metamorphic event most likely

ccurred in Middle to Late Ordovician.
According to most common Early Paleozoic reconstruc-

ons, the Talas Alatau region was a part of the Kipchak
land arc (Sengör and Natal’in, 1996). A study of
hyllosilicates associated to the fold plane cleavages,
hows a high pressure (at least 8 kbar)/low temperature

elow 300 8C) metamorphism in the Uzunakhmat sheet,
hich is in accordance with a subduction related

nvironment (Abad et al., 2003). Similarity in the structure
f the Talas Alatau sedimentary basin with that of the
leutian Trough was also discussed, although interpreta-
on of the Talas Alatau region as an active margin meets
ome problems for local paleogeographic reconstructions

hudoley and Semiletkin, 1992b). According to Burtman
006), in the Early Paleozoic the Talas Alatau region was a

art of the Syrdarya terrane which collided in Middle- to
ate Ordovician with other terrains to build up the
yrgyzian microcontinent.

The age of collision in the reconstruction by Burtman
006) is in reasonable agreement with available data on
e age of the Usunakhmat sheet deformation. The most

kely formation of the TFF in the Talas Alatau region was
elated to the Ordovician collision event as well. During the
ate Paleozoic the TFF was reactivated as a dextral strike-
lip fault with displacement parallel to already formed
lds and thrusts of the Usunakhmat sheet. Interpreting
e TFF as an Early Paleozoic fault reactivated in Late

aleozoic explains why it does not show a cross-cutting
elationship with the Early Paleozoic structures of the
sunakhmat sheet.
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